
The transportation industry loses over a billion dollars a year 
to low employee engagement and unscheduled absenteeism. 

The total cost of disengagement and unexpected employee 
no-show is steep and is directly tied to an organization’s 
bottom line exceeding 25% of all operations costs.

Engaging, motivating and gaining driver loyalty is one of the 
transportation industry’s most challenging issues and in the 
School Bus Industry, it is a strategic priority. Reliable 
Transportation LLC is a growing school bus transportation 
company moving students in the Baltimore, Maryland area. 
The drivers displayed disengagement, absenteeism and low 
levels of company loyalty with switching jobs being the norm. 
The pain points for Reliable Transportation include:

• Decreasing unplanned chronic absenteeism and 
improving driver engagement 

• Motivating poor performers to become enthusiastic top 
performers 

• Differentiating Reliable Transportation from competitors 
as the employer of choice in the Baltimore School Bus 
Industry

DailyPay provides the optimal solution to spur higher 
engagement by introducing its unique technology as a benefit 
to Reliable Transportation drivers. The DailyPay platform 
allows employees to access earned, but unpaid wages 
instantly when they need it before payday.  Drivers who were 
significantly engaged and high performing were empowered 
to work harder and the least engaged employees were 
motivated to pick up more shifts and perform at their best. This 
helped Reliable Transportation lower turnover and recruiting 
costs. Because they lowered overall costs, Reliable 
Transportation had more flexibility to bid aggressively and win 
their next big contract, providing service for the entire Kent 
County school district. 

DRIVER ENGAGEMENT AND LOYALTY SURGES 
AS RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION IMPLEMENTS 
DAILYPAY’S NOVEL TECHNOLOGY 

THE RESULTS

Hours + shifts and increased productivity

Eligible employees are on DailyPay41% 
30

Improved engagement from drivers
eligible for DailyPay100%

An innovative payment technology company helps growing 
Transportation Company strengthen engagement and loyalty among 
its drivers and distinguish themselves as employers of choice.

Overview
Reliable Transportation LLC is a 

transportation company serving 

students in Baltimore, Maryland 

Industry
Transportation

The Problem
Decreasing unplanned chronic 

absenteeism, improving driver 

engagement and gaining driver 

loyalty. 

The Solution
Offer DailyPay as a voluntary benefit 

in a bid to boost employee 

engagement, decrease absenteeism 

and have loyal, and enthusiastic 

school bus drivers.

Cost to Employer
There are no fees for employers to 

offer DailyPay.

Headquarters
Baltimore, MD

Founded
2010


